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The trend in Securities and Exchange Commission and Financial Industry Regulatory

Authority rulemaking and enforcement to insulate research from investment banking influence

has led to the removal of research analysts from the underwriting process with adverse con-

sequences for new issuers and their investors. The approach conflicts with the congressional

objective under the Jumpstart Our Business Startups (JOBS) Act to incorporate research

fully in public offerings for emerging growth companies, which now comprise the vast majority

of IPO issuers. Faced with these competing objectives, broker-dealers should have written pol-

icies and procedures that are carefully crafted to service their underwriting and investor clients

appropriately and to take advantage of the JOBS Act privileges with respect to research.

“[M]arket efficiency in pricing is significantly enhanced by [research analysts’] initia-

tives to ferret out and analyze information, and thus the analyst’s work redounds to the

benefit of all investors.” Dirks v. SEC, 463 U.S. 646, 658 n.17 (1983).

FINRA2 Rule 2241, which went into effect in December of 2015,3 replacing

NASD Rule 2711, requires that member broker-dealers more actively manage
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conflicts of interest between equity research and investment banking.4 The new
rule incorporates all of the previous rule’s core provisions, with some modifica-

tions; however, it goes significantly further by requiring members to identify and

prevent new and unspecified conflicts. The broader mandate makes the specific
prescriptions in the rule the baseline for expectations on compliance. Together

with recent enforcement actions that dispensed with the culpability standards

in legacy provisions prohibiting research analysts from soliciting investment
banking business and members from promising favorable research, the new re-

gime is poised to achieve the complete separation of research from investment

banking to ensure that it remains objective.
Unfortunately, the regulatory effort to isolate research has prevented issuers

from taking full advantage of their underwriters’ expertise in initial public offer-

ings (“IPOs”) and diminished the important role research analysts traditionally
have played in the IPO underwriting process. The consequences for issuers

and investors are manifest in IPO pricing inefficiency and in research by under-

writers that often conflicts with their recommendations to buy the stock on the
offering.

The approach undermines the congressional objective of the Jumpstart Our

Business Startups Act of 2012 (the “JOBS Act”)5 to instill research as an integral
part of the IPO process for emerging growth companies (“EGCs”), which now

constitute the vast majority of all IPOs. For FINRA member firms that want to

rely on the JOBS Act privileges with respect to research, it is critical to have care-
fully considered written policies and procedures governing analysts’ involvement

in the IPO underwriting process that reconcile those allowances with Rule 2241.

THE ORIGINAL EQUITY RESEARCH CONFLICT RULES AND

BROADER RESTRICTIONS ON MAJOR UNDERWRITERS

UNDER THE GLOBAL SETTLEMENT

The equity research conflict rules originated in the wake of the “dot-com” cri-

sis when it was widely believed that compromised research by some investment

banks contributed to the technology stock bubble of the late 1990s and its inev-
itable deflation beginning in 2001.6 The rapid expansion of the Internet at the

end of the millennium led to a plethora of IPOs by start-ups and spin-offs fo-

cused on the new telecommunications medium and its application to existing
businesses.7 These companies had little revenue and no profits, and conven-

4. Id.
5. Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act, Pub. L. No. 112-106, 126 Stat. 306 (2012) (codified in

scattered sections of 15 U.S.C.) [hereinafter JOBS Act].
6. See NYSE/NASD IPO ADVISORY COMM., REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF A COMMITTEE CONVENED BY

THE NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE, INC. AND NASD AT THE REQUEST OF THE U.S. SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COM-

MISSION (2003) http://www.finra.org/sites/default/files/Industry/p010373.pdf [hereinafter NYSE &
NASD 2003 REPORT], for an analysis of market practices, including alleged biased recommendations
by research analysts, during the stock market bubble of the late 1990s and early 2000s.
7. See Arvin Ghosh, The Rise and Fall and Rise Again of the United States IPOs, 1 GLOBAL J. BUS. RES.

11, 11 (2007).
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tional measures of valuation such as price-to-earnings ratios were inapposite.8

The opinions of Wall Street analysts who specialized in the nascent technology

were essential to decipher the companies’ prospects and to help to value their

stocks. Some of these analysts achieved celebrity status with retail investors
who followed them on popular news outlets and gobbled up the new IPOs

they recommended.9 Broker-dealers relied on them heavily to win IPO busi-

ness.10 The weight of the research department’s efforts shifted from supporting
sales and trading to assisting investment banking. The investment banking de-

partment acquired a say in evaluating analysts’ performance and the firms com-

pensated analysts for underwriting business.11 The analysts’ interests became
more aligned with the firm’s investment banking clientele than its retail and in-

stitutional “buy-side” clients as traditionally had been the case.12

As the bubble expanded and prospects for the increasing number of new tech-
nology companies became more limited, or were missing altogether, some ana-

lysts appeared to have overlooked these deficiencies to ensure the continued

flow of IPO business they were paid to promote.13 Sometimes a “strong buy”
or “market outperform” rating masked the analyst’s privately held view that

the stock was, instead, “a powder keg” or “a piece of junk,” or that there was

“no reason to own it.”14 Some analysts assigned strong buy recommendations
to IPO stocks that had already appreciated greatly in aftermarket trading, sug-

gesting that the favorable coverage had been prearranged.15 Ostensibly, the re-

sult was some recklessly contrived research and, in certain instances, opinions
that the analysts simply did not believe, leading to enforcement actions by the

SEC, NASD, NYSE, the New York State Attorney General, and the North Amer-

ican Securities Administrators Association against some of the largest investment
banks that were resolved through remedial agreements that came to be known as

the “Global Settlement.”16

8. See Richard Swedberg, On the Conflicts of Interest in the Corporate Scandals of 2001–2002 7 (Ctr.
for Study of Econ. & Soc’y, CSES Working Paper Series, Paper No. 2, 2003), http://www.
economyandsociety.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/wp2_swedberg_03.pdf.

9. See, e.g., id.; see also Lori Richards, Dir., Office of Compliance Inspections & Examinations,
U.S. Sec. & Exch. Comm’n, Speech by SEC Staff: Analysts Conflicts of Interest—Taking Steps to Re-
move Bias (May 8, 2002), http://www.sec.gov/news/speech/spch559.htm.
10. See JOINT REPORT BY NASD AND THE NYSE ON THE OPERATION AND EFFECTIVENESS OF THE RESEARCH

ANALYST CONFLICT OF INTEREST RULES (2005), http://www.finra.org/sites/default/files/Industry/
p015803.pdf [hereinafter NASD & NYSE 2005 REPORT], for a discussion of the role of analysts in
IPO transactions during the dot-com era; see also Swedberg, supra note 8.
11. See NASD & NYSE 2005 REPORT, supra note 10, at 2 (“[R]esearch analysts were compensated

based on their contributions in support of investment banking transactions and the profitability of
that unit. . . . [I]nvestment bankers at some firms evaluated research analysts for compensation pur-
poses, particularly bonuses.”).
12. See Richards, supra note 9.
13. See Swedberg, supra note 8.
14. See Joint Press Release, U.S. Sec. & Exch. Comm’n, N.Y. Attorney Gen., N. Am. Sec. Adm’rs

Ass’n, NASD & NYSE, Ten of Nation’s Top Investment Firms Settle Enforcement Actions Involving
Conflicts of Interest Between Research and Investment Banking (Apr. 28, 2003), http://www.sec.gov
/news/press/2003-54.htm, and the underlying settlements therein [hereinafter Global Settlement].
15. Id.
16. Id.
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Initially, New York’s Attorney General, Eliot Spitzer, sought to remove research
analysts to separate firms, “thereby achieving a complete separation between ana-

lysts and underwriters.”17 The industry objected, arguing, among other things,

that investment banking should not be deprived of the analysts’ expertise in vet-
ting prospective clients, performing due diligence, and advising on transactions.18

The proposal was rejected.19 Instead, after the SEC and the SROs determined that

the primary cause of compromised research lay in the analysts’ compensation
for underwriting business,20 the NASD promulgated Rule 2711 and the NYSE

amended its rules to eliminate payments to analysts for investment banking busi-

ness and to address certain other managerial influences by investment banking
over research.21 In addition, new SEC rules promulgated as Regulation AC—

Analyst Certification required analysts to represent in research reports that they

were not compensated in relation to their specific recommendations or views,
or to disclose such compensation, and to certify that their opinions accurately re-

flected their views, rendering them liable for their statements.22

17. See John C. Coffee, Jr., Competitive Federalism: The Rise of the State Attorneys General, COLUMBIA L.
SCH. (Sept. 2003), http://www.law.columbia.edu/media_inquiries/news_events/2005_older/2003/
September_2003/coffee_nylj_sep (“[T]he original proposal made by Mr. Spitzer (and quickly dropped)
[was] that underwriting firms spin-off their securities analysts into a separate subsidiary . . . ”).
18. See Letter from Robert C. Dinerstein, Chairman, Sec. Indus. Ass’n, to Margaret H. McFarland,

Deputy Sec’y, Sec. & Exch. Comm’n (Mar. 10, 2003), http://www.sifma.org/issues/item.aspx?id=
1011 [hereinafter 2003 Dinerstein Letter] (The industry also posited that research could not pay
for itself apart from investment banking and brokerage, which would result in less research in the
marketplace.).
19. See Coffee, Jr., supra note 17; see also Swedberg, supra note 8, at 21.
20. See Oversight Hearing on “Accounting and Investor Protection Issues Raised by Enron and Other Public

Companies” Before the S. Comm. on Banking, Hous. & Urban Affairs, 107th Cong. (2002) (statement of
The Honorable Arthur Levitt, Jr., Former Chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission),
http://www.banking.senate.gov/02_02hrg/021202/levitt.htm (“For years, we’ve known that analysts’
compensation is tied to their ability to bring in or support investment banking deals. As long as analysts
are paid based on banking deals they generate or work on, there will always be a cloud over what they
say.”); see also NYSE & NASD 2003 REPORT, supra note 6, at 2 (“With their compensation and promo-
tion tied to the success of their firms’ investment banking business, some research analysts apparently
agreed to issue and maintain ‘buy’ recommendations on certain stocks despite aftermarket prices that
jumped to multiples of their IPO prices.”).
21. See Order Approving Proposed Rule Changes by the National Association of Securities Dealers,

Inc. and the New York Stock Exchange, Inc., Exchange Act Release No. 34-45908, 67 Fed. Reg.
34968 (May 10, 2002), http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2002-05-16/pdf/02-12207.pdf; see also
Order Approving Proposed Rule Changes by the New York Stock Exchange, Inc. Relating to Exchange
Rules 344, 345A, 351, and 472 and by the National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc. Relating
to Research Analyst Conflicts of Interest, Exchange Act Release No. 34-48252, 68 Fed. Reg. 45875
(July 29, 2003), http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2003-08-04/pdf/03-19730.pdf. Among other things,
the rules prohibited investment bankers’ involvement in the evaluation, compensation, or supervision of
research analysts. See, e.g., NASD Rule 2711(b). The SRO Rules were fashioned to comply with Title V of
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, which added section 15D to the Exchange Act requiring the SEC or, on
its authority, the SROs to promulgate rules redressing conflicts pertaining to research analysts and re-
search reports. See Pub. L. No. 107-204, § 501, 116 Stat. 745, 791–93 (codified as amended at 15
U.S.C. § 76o-6 (2012)).
22. 17 C.F.R. § 242.501(a) (2016); see also Regulation Analyst Certification, Exchange Act Release

No. 34-47384, 68 Fed. Reg. 9482, 9493 (Feb. 27, 2003), http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2003-
02-27/pdf/03-4576.pdf; see Charles P. Grom, Exchange Act Release No. 77150 (Feb. 17, 2016),
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-77150.pdf (SEC charged research analyst with certify-
ing a rating on a stock that was inconsistent with his private opinion).
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In addition to the changes in compensation and management, the new SRO
rules restricted analysts’ participation in investment banking pitches and efforts

to market public offerings and other investment banking transactions to custom-

ers with an investment banker or the issuer present.23 They explicitly forbade
members from arranging favorable research in exchange for underwriting busi-

ness24 and imposed “quiet periods” after an offering during which underwriters

were not permitted to publish research.25 Research reports were required to con-
tain disclosures of specific conflicts pertaining to the firm or the analyst.26

The regulators thus considered but rejected taking research analysts out of the

investment banking process altogether, in favor of the specific prescriptions in
the SRO rules and the federal certification requirement. The regulatory regime

was carefully crafted to allow analysts to continue to participate in underwriting

functions that were considered beneficial to issuers and investors and not prej-
udicial to research by realigning the interests of analysts with their original buy-

side constituency.

The Global Settlement took a more restrictive approach. The agreements with the
settling firms included a number of remedial measures that went beyond the ad-

ministrative reforms in the SRO rules.27 Most significantly, all communications be-

tween bankers and analysts were prohibited unless expressly permitted.28 (Under
SRO rules, communications that were not prohibited were permitted.) One excep-

tion to the embargo allowed bankers to consult the analyst on the structure and

pricing of an IPO, but only after the firm had been retained as an underwriter.29

23. See, e.g., NASD Rule 2711(c). Sub-paragraph (2) also limited the review of a draft research
report with the subject company.
24. See, e.g., NASD Rule 2711(e).
25. See, e.g., NASD Rule 2711(f). The rule imposed a forty-day quiet period after an IPO for firms

participating as managers or co-managers in the offering, and a twenty-five-day quiet period for non-
managing underwriters or dealers. The rule also imposed a ten-day quiet period after a secondary
offering. The idea was that the disinterested research already in the market would, by comparison,
deter disingenuous coverage by the underwriters. The quiet periods were eliminated for offerings in-
volving EGCs in response to the JOBS Act, see NASD Rule 2711(f)(5), and later reduced for offerings
involving other companies in new Rule 2241, which took effect in September 2015, see FINRA Rule
2241(b)(2)(I). See also NASD Rule 2711(b)(2) (limiting the review or approval of a research report by
non-research personnel, including investment bankers); NASD Rule 2711(c)(2) (limiting an analyst’s
ability to review a draft research report with the subject company).
26. See, e.g., NASD Rule 2711(h).
27. See Global Settlement, supra note 14, add. A., sec. III, subsec. 1. For example, firms were re-

quired to provide independent research to customers to compare against their own. Id.
28. Compare id. add. A, sec. I, subsec. 10 (“So as to reduce further the potential for conflicts of

interest or the appearance of conflicts of interest, the firm must create and enforce firewalls between
Research and Investment Banking reasonably designed to prohibit all communications between the
two except as expressly described . . . .” (emphasis added)), with id. add. A, sec. I, subsec. 10(g)
(“Communications between Research and Investment Banking personnel that are not related to in-
vestment banking or research activities may take place without restriction.”).
29. Id. add. A, sec. I, subsec. 10(d) (The NASD and the NYSE took the position that bankers could

consult the analyst on valuation and other issues in advance of the engagement. See Exchange Act
Release No. 34-45908, supra note 21, at 34972 (noting that restrictions in NASD Rule 2711 on com-
munications between bankers and analysts were limited to the review of draft research reports and
did not affect other interdepartmental communications).) Guidance by the SEC staff left open the
possibility that the issuer could obtain the analyst’s views on valuation and pricing in direct commu-
nications with the analyst alone before hiring the firm as an underwriter. See SEC Interpretive Letter
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In 2005, the NASD and the NYSE audited the effectiveness of the new rules.30

They determined that the prescriptions, in conjunction with Regulation AC, had

worked to restore the independence of research. Among other things, the SROs

found that member firms more frequently commenced coverage on companies
they brought public with less than a buy recommendation.31 They observed,

though, that some neutral or negative ratings occurred without a rise in the

price of the stock after the IPO.32 In those instances, the lesser recommendations
were attributed to “other factors” not identified in the SROs’ report.33

There were no enforcement actions against major underwriters charging the

types of violations that gave rise to the research conflict rules and the Global
Settlement until the end of 2014.

RESEARCH INCONSISTENT WITH UNDERWRITERS’ RECOMMENDATIONS

SIGNALS DISRUPTION IN COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN ISSUERS AND

ANALYSTS

Before the SROs’ research rules and the Global Settlement, IPO underwriters
were highly unlikely to start research coverage on the company only a short time

after the offering with less than a strong buy rating unless the price of the stock

had appreciated substantially by then. (The advice would have conflicted with
the underwriter’s recommendation to buy the stock on the offering.)34 Ordinar-

ily, the analyst’s views on valuation and other issues were taken into account to

ensure consistency in the research. Moreover, customers were expected to con-
sult the analyst prior to investing, so it was important that the analyst agreed on

major issues related to the offering. Understandably then, some issuers were

confounded when, after the reforms, underwriters initiated coverage with neu-
tral or negative ratings although little had changed since the offering.

In one instance, Robert Benmoshe, the outspoken CEO of American Interna-

tional Group, protested to The Wall Street Journal that the lead underwriters of
AIG’s initial offering after its government bailout in 2008 resumed or initiated

coverage with neutral ratings.35 The newspaper reported that the analysts “ex-

pressed skepticism about the company’s ability to meet various profitability
and cost-cutting goals that its executives had mapped out to investors” in its

to Dana Fleischman, Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen & Hamilton (Nov. 2, 2004), http://www.sec.gov/
divisions/marketreg/mr-noaction/grs110204.htm [hereinafter Cleary Gottlieb Letter] (response to
Question 19).
30. NASD & NYSE 2005 REPORT, supra note 10.
31. Id. at 34 (“[T]he SRO staffs recently have observed more circumstances where managers and

co-managers have been neutral or even negative with their initial post-quiet period report. . . .”).
32. Id. (noting that only some of the lesser ratings were based on price appreciation).
33. Id.
34. Of course, the analyst’s opinion could change with negative developments later on. In the near

term, however, material events or conditions not discovered during due diligence that could affect the
underwriter’s views in research just forty days after the offering would be unusual. For the most part,
research on companies that traded in the secondary market for some time carried lesser recommen-
dations due to negative developments that occurred well after their IPOs.
35. See Serena Ng, AIG Gets Tough on Analyst Views, WALL ST. J. (Aug. 26, 2011), http://www.wsj.

com/articles/SB10001424053111904009304576530401273378720.
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May 2011 offering.36 Mr. Benmoshe complained that the analysts did not “fully
understand the company and its value.”37 He said that while he did not demand

the underwriters publish favorable research, he did not expect them to portray

the company in a way that was inconsistent with its message during the offer-
ing.38 For the next issuance, he vowed to ensure that there was a “clear under-

standing [firm-wide] of who AIG is and our trajectory, and why AIG is a stock

that investors should own.”39 Those criteria were not unreasonable under the
traditional underwriting model that reconciled the views of investment bankers

and analysts.

The article caught the attention of regulators. But instead of exploring the con-
ditions that caused some member firms to express conflicting opinions about the

same transaction, FINRA issued a regulatory notice admonishing all members to

repudiate any effort by an issuer to pressure the firm to support an offering in
research at the risk of promising favorable coverage for underwriting business

in violation of NASD Rule 2711(e).40

As the SROs had observed, what happened to AIG was occurring frequently
by then. Broker-dealers were initiating research on companies they brought pub-

lic a short time earlier with less than a buy recommendation even though the

price of the stock had not increased. There were at least fourteen IPO transac-
tions in 2010 in which one or more lead or co-managing underwriters initiated

coverage between forty and sixty days after the offering with less than a buy rat-

ing when the stock was trading at a price that was essentially unchanged from
the offering price or, in some cases, well below that level. In five instances,

the research included a projected future price target that was 10 to 25 percent

lower than the offering price. The large majority of instances involved Global
Settlement firms with greater restrictions on communications between invest-

ment bankers and research analysts.41

The analysts’ views on valuation were not reflected in the offering prices. And
if the issuers, like AIG, were taken aback by the coverage, then those views were

not being communicated to them in advance of the IPOs.

THE TOYS “R” US CASES EXTEND FINRA RESTRICTIONS ON

COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN ISSUERS AND ANALYSTS

In June 2010, a story appeared in the New York Post alleging that some analysts
felt pressured about stock valuation in interviews with management of toy re-

tailer Toys “R” Us while the company was considering underwriters for its

36. Id.
37. Id.
38. Id.
39. Id.
40. See Fin. Indus. Regulatory Auth., Regulatory Notice 11-41, Research Analysts and Research

Reports (Sept. 2011), http://www.finra.org/sites/default/files/NoticeDocument/p124422.pdf.
41. The results are from an examination of thirty-nine IPO transactions that occurred in 2010.
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planned IPO.42 The story prompted an investigation by FINRA and subsequent
enforcement actions against ten broker-dealers for their analysts’ involvement in

efforts that helped to obtain underwriting business.43 The cases were equated to

the compromised research arrangements a decade earlier—another example of
recidivist behavior by an unreformed investment banking industry.44 “It takes

us back to the financial scandal of the early 2000s involving corrupt Wall Street

research,” a prominent columnist for The New York Times observed. According to
FINRA, she wrote, “[f]louting these rules was the norm for every one of the

firms.”45

In reality, the firms’ and their analysts’ efforts to pursue the Toys “R” Us offer-
ing bore little resemblance to the investment banking pitches with research in

tow that permeated the dot-com era. In the Toys “R” Us Settlements, the findings

indicated the investment bankers and analysts largely acted independently, were
motivated differently, and did not behave dishonestly. The stated violations went

well beyond the plain meaning of Rule 2711 to restrict virtually all communica-

tions between a member firm and management of an issuer looking to go public
that could enable management to learn the firm’s research analyst’s views about

the company in the time leading up to its selection of underwriters.

While evaluating potential underwriters, Toys “R” Us management asked
to meet separately with each firm’s research analyst.46 Management wanted to

know whether the analyst’s views about the company matched the opinions of

the firm’s investment bankers who had pitched for the business a short time ear-
lier. Some of the company’s private equity shareholder representatives said they

had been “burned” before by negative research after an IPO.47 Apparently, they

wanted to avoid the same result in the Toys “R” Us offering.48 Each analyst was

42. See Josh Kosman, Name Your Price, N.Y. POST (June 3, 2010), http://www.nypost.com/2010/
06/03/name-your-price/.
43. See FINRA Letter of Acceptance, Waiver and Consent, No. 2013037819801 (Dec. 10, 2014);

FINRA Letter of Acceptance, Waiver and Consent, No. 2011030683801 (Dec. 10, 2014); FINRA
Letter of Acceptance, Waiver and Consent, No. 2011030683601 (Dec. 10, 2014); FINRA Letter
of Acceptance, Waiver and Consent, No. 2011030683701 (Dec. 10, 2014); FINRA Letter of Accep-
tance, Waiver and Consent, No. 2011030683301 (Dec. 10, 2014); FINRA Letter of Acceptance,
Waiver and Consent, No. 2011030683401 (Dec. 10, 2014); FINRA Letter of Acceptance, Waiver
and Consent, No. 2011030683501 (Dec. 10, 2014); FINRA Letter of Acceptance, Waiver and
Consent, No. 2013037819901 (Dec. 10, 2014); FINRA Letter of Acceptance, Waiver and Consent,
No. 2013037818301 (Dec. 10, 2014); FINRA Letter of Acceptance, Waiver and Consent, No.
2013037820001 (Dec. 10, 2014) (collectively, the “Toys ‘R’ Us Settlements”).
The author represented a respondent in the Toys “R” Us Settlements.
44. See Press Release, Fin. Indus. Regulatory Auth., FINRA Fines 10 Firms a Total of $43.5 Million

for Allowing Equity Research Analysts to Solicit Investment Banking Business and for Offering Favor-
able Research Coverage in Connection with Toys “R” Us IPO (Dec. 11, 2014), http://www.finra.org/
newsroom/2014/finra-fines-10-firms-total-435-million; Gretchen Morgenson, At Big Banks, a Lesson
Not Learned, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 12, 2014), http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/14/business/at-big-
banks-a-lesson-not-learned.html; Telis Demos & Alexandra Scaggs, Big Banks Slapped for Offering
Glowing Research to Win IPO, WALL ST. J. (Dec. 11, 2014), http://www.wsj.com/articles/finra-fines-
10-firms-over-coverage-of-toysrus-ipo-1418313315.
45. Morgenson, supra note 44.
46. See generally Toys “R” Us Settlements, supra note 43.
47. Id.
48. Id.
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asked to deliver a presentation on topics identified by management.49 The sub-
jects included the outlook for the retail toy industry, comparables to Toys “R”

Us, and the analyst’s method for valuing the company.50 Some analysts gave

full presentations on the subjects.51 Others limited their discussions to industry
or market conditions or the firm’s research capabilities, but did not address Toys

“R” Us in particular.52 (One did little more than express his enthusiasm for the

opportunity to meet with management.)53 On the company’s instructions, no in-
vestment bankers were present at any of the meetings.54 Notwithstanding the

overall positive feedback it received from the analysts, management perceived

differences of opinion between some of them and their investment banking col-
leagues over how much Toys “R” Us was worth.55 The company asked all but

one of the firms to submit a “firm-wide” valuation backed by the analyst,

which each one returned.56 Separately, some investment bankers or executives
touted the firm’s research capabilities, the analyst’s credentials, or emphasized

the analyst’s agreement with the bankers’ perceptions of the company.57 The

transaction was later abandoned, and the firms never published any research.
There was no finding that any firm was not in compliance with the structural

separations required by Rule 2711. No investment banker or other non-research

professional was found to have exerted undue influence over an analyst—either
with regard to the analyst’s meeting with management or his or her support for

the firm’s valuation. Communications between investment bankers and the an-

alyst were chaperoned by legal or compliance professionals. There was no sug-
gestion that any analyst was compensated for the Toys “R” Us transaction or any

other investment banking business. (Indeed, if the analysts were paid in the

usual way it was to get their research right.)58

49. Id.
50. Id.
51. Id.
52. Id.
53. Id.
54. Id.
55. Id.
56. Id.
57. Id.
58. Since the research conflict rules, analysts generally have been compensated based on the ac-

curacy of their recommendations, measured by evaluations provided by sales representatives and
buy-side clients. In 2015, The Wall Street Journal reported that approximately 60 percent of a
broker-dealer’s commission revenue is attributable to research, with more of it paid to analysts
who are ranked highly by customers. Margot Patrick, Juliet Samuel & Alexandra Scaggs, Banks Forced
to Shake Up Analyst Research Business, WALL ST. J. (Feb. 9, 2015), http://www.wsj.com/articles/new-
rules-poised-to-reshape-analyst-research-sector-1423514292; accord FINRA Rule 2241(b)(2)(F) (re-
quiring members to have policies and procedures for internal committee review of analysts’ compen-
sation that include consideration of the quality of the analyst’s research, the correlation between the
analyst’s recommendations, and the performance of the securities and the overall ratings received
from clients, sales force, non-investment banking group peers, and independent ratings services);
NASD Rule 2711(d)(2) (requiring member firms to consider, among other things, “the overall ratings
received from clients, sales force, and peers independent of the member’s investment banking depart-
ment, and other independent ratings services” when determining their analysts’ compensation).
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The settlements, nevertheless, averred that the analysts participated in efforts
to solicit investment banking business in violation of NASD Rule 2711(c)(4), and

that the firms implicitly offered favorable research in exchange for the business

contrary to Rule 2711(e).
Rule 2711(c)(4) provided that:

No research analyst may participate in efforts to solicit investment banking business.

Accordingly, no research analyst may, among other things, participate in any pitches

for investment banking business to prospective investment banking clients, or have

other communications with companies for the purpose of soliciting investment

banking business.

The NASD observed at the time that the amendment was intended:

to further the goals of research objectivity and investor confidence by eliminating all

participation by research analysts in solicitation efforts, which could suggest a prom-

ise of favorable research in exchange for underwriting business.59

The rule was deemed to prohibit an analyst from attending an investment bank-

ing pitch even if the analyst did not participate in the presentation.60 Otherwise,

without investment bankers present, it prohibited only meetings or communica-
tions with a company for the purpose of soliciting investment banking business.

The term “soliciting” itself implied purposeful conduct, as well as initiative and

persistence.61 In the securities business, “to solicit” meant “to attempt . . . to pro-
duce a sale by urging or persuading another to act.”62 In the context of para-

graph (c)(4), then, it suggested substantial efforts by an analyst consciously di-

59. Order Approving Proposed Rule Changes by the NYSE and the NASD to Prohibit Participation
by a Research Analyst in a Road Show Related to an Investment Banking Services Transaction and to
Require Certain Communications About an Investment Banking Services Transaction to Be Fair,
Balanced and Not Misleading, Exchange Act Release No. 34-51593, 70 Fed. Reg. 22168, 22170
(Apr. 28, 2005), http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2005-04-28/pdf/E5-2002.pdf.
60. See Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act, Frequently Asked Questions About Research Analysts and

Underwriters, U.S. SEC. & EXCH. COMM’N (Aug. 22, 2012), http://www.sec.gov/divisions/marketreg/
tmjobsact-researchanalystsfaq.htm [hereinafter JOBS Act FAQ] (response to Question 4). The narrower
reading might have originated from the NASD staff’s comment that the rule as it was originally pro-
posed was intended “to prevent research analysts from attending ‘bake-off’ meetings or otherwise commu-
nicating with a subject company where the intention is to pitch the member’s investment banking ser-
vices.” Notice of Filing of Proposed Rule Changes by the NYSE and by the NASD Relating to Research
Analyst Conflicts of Interest, Exchange Act Release No. 34-47110, 68 Fed. Reg. 826, 835 (Jan. 7, 2003),
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2003-01-07/pdf/03-223.pdf (emphasis added). The latter part of the
statement, however, implies some involvement by the analyst in the pitch presentation. Perhaps it could
be said that the analyst’s presence among investment bankers was prima facie evidence of his or her
objective to solicit investment banking business. Later, meetings together to perform due diligence (in-
vestment banking or research) also were prohibited. See FINRA Rule 2241(b)(1)(C).
61. See THE AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 1715 (3d ed. 1992) (defining

“solicit” to mean “[t]o seek to obtain by persuasion, entreaty, or formal application; [t]o petition per-
sistently, importune”).
62. Meadows v. SEC, 119 F.3d 1219, 1225 (5th Cir. 1997). By contrast, an “unsolicited” broker-

age transaction is a transaction that originates with the customer, not the broker. Various provisions
of the securities laws, including the broker’s exemption under section 4(a)(4) of the Securities Act,
and Rule 144 under the Securities Act, explicitly recognize that a transaction is not solicited
where a broker responds to a previous indication of interest by the customer. See 15 U.S.C. § 77d
(2012); 17 C.F.R. 230.144(g)(3) (2016).
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rected to achieve the sale of investment banking services (at least where no invest-
ment bankers were present to do so) on the analyst’s initiative or as part of a

broader undertaking by the firm.63 The provision did not restrict communications

with the company for other reasons, including to evaluate it as a potential under-
writing candidate or to acquire information in anticipation of research.64 An ana-

lyst was not prevented from working behind-the-scenes to help the investment

banking team prepare for a pitch or the engagement.65 Early on, in the context
of the Global Settlement, the SEC staff also suggested that an analyst could re-

spond to management’s questions about valuation and pricing for a potential of-

fering before the company engaged the firm as an underwriter.66

63. See Rodman & Renshaw, LLC, FINRA Letter of Acceptance, Waiver and Consent, No.
20110260605 (Aug. 22, 2012) (Research analysts deliberately solicited investment banking business
by, among other things, doubling as investment banker, using code words to conceal investment
banking activities, and receiving or expecting to receive compensation for investment banking
business.).
As initially proposed, Rule 2711(c)(4) would have prohibited an analyst from issuing research if

the analyst had engaged in any communication with the subject company “in furtherance of obtaining
investment banking business.” Exchange Act Release No. 34-47110, supra note 60, at 832 (emphasis
added). Although the NASD suggested at the time that the provision was meant to prohibit conduct
that was intended to solicit investment banking business, id. at 835 (“The purpose of this provision is
to prevent research analysts from attending ‘bake-off’ meetings or otherwise communicating with a
subject company where the intention is to pitch the member’s investment banking services.” (empha-
sis added)), some commenters objected to the language as overly broad. The NASD modified the pro-
posal to address their concerns, and the industry understood that the language had been changed to
allow communications “in furtherance of” investment banking business “which may be made by the
analyst in the ordinary course of visiting companies in the industry he or she covers . . . but which may
unintentionally happen to further investment banking objectives.” 2003 Dinerstein Letter, supra note 18
(emphasis added).
Arguably, it was not necessary for the analyst to have intended to solicit investment banking busi-

ness if his or her efforts were part of an initiative by investment bankers or others at the firm who
intended to solicit the business. However, since the rule referred to conduct by the analyst, who
could be held individually liable for violating its terms, the more reasonable interpretation attributed
the state of mind to the analyst in order to put him or her on notice of the behavior that was prohibited.
64. At the time the rule was adopted, the NASD confirmed that it did not preclude an analyst from

meeting with a prospective investment banking client to perform activities “traditionally associated
with research functions that do not involve solicitation of investment banking business.” Exchange
Act Release No. 34-48252, supra note 21, at 45879; see also Letter from Philip A. Shaikun, Assoc.
Gen. Counsel, Nat’l Ass’n Sec. Dealers, to James A. Brigagliano, Assistant Dir., Div. of Mkt. Regula-
tion, U.S. Sec. & Exch. Comm’n (July 29, 2003), http://www.finra.org/sites/default/files/RuleFiling/
p000362.pdf.
65. NYSE Rule 472(d)(5), the NYSE counterpart to Rule 2711(c)(4), expressly referred to pitch

“meetings,” suggesting that the rule pertained to analysts’ direct interactions with the client. The nar-
rower interpretation was more reasonable since any assistance by an analyst that was not obvious to
the company could not create the perception of favorable research by the analyst that the rule was
intended to avoid.
66. The SEC staff was asked whether a provision in the Global Settlement analogous to NASD Rule

2711(c)(4) prevented a research analyst from attending a pre-mandate meeting requested by an issuer
without investment bankers present to “respond to questions posed by the company, including, for
example, questions regarding the analyst’s views as to pricing and valuation.” Cleary Gottlieb Letter,
supra note 29 (response to Question 19). The staff allowed that the analyst could participate absent an
effort to solicit investment banking business—presumably other than by opining on pricing or val-
uation. Id. Later, the SEC staff suggested that an analyst would not be deemed to be soliciting invest-
ment banking business merely by explaining to management the analyst’s methodology for covering a
company. See JOBS Act FAQ, supra note 60 (response to Question 4).
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Rule 2711(e) provided that:

No member may directly or indirectly offer favorable research, a specific rating or a

specific price target, or threaten to change research, a rating or a price target, to a com-

pany as consideration or inducement for the receipt of business or compensation.67

The rule prohibited the firm from offering a particular rating (such as a “buy,”

“strong buy,” or “market outperform”), a projected price target or range for
the stock, or favorable coverage in exchange for underwriting business.68 The

rule forbade the offer if it was made intentionally to obtain the engagement.69

In addition, if the reference to “consideration” meant that the overture could
be measured by the standard in contract—recognizing, perhaps, that companies

operate according to principles of agency and contract law—it precluded con-

duct that reasonably could be perceived to be an offer of favorable research re-
gardless of the intention of anyone associated with the firm.70 However, any dis-

cretion the NASD—later FINRA—had to find fault by the objective standard was

limited to what the company’s representatives reasonably would have under-
stood to be an offer of favorable research under the circumstances. The regulator

did not have authority to apply an arbitrary or stricter measure of liability.71 If

the offer was made, it did not matter whether any research was published.72

67. The NASD already considered the behavior to be a violation of just and equitable principles of
trade and possibly the anti-fraud provisions of the federal securities laws. See Notice of Filing of Pro-
posed Rule Changes by the NASD and NYSE Relating to Research Analyst Conflicts of Interest,
Exchange Act Release No. 34-45526, 67 Fed. Reg. 11526, 11534 (Mar. 14, 2002), https://www.
gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2002-03-14/pdf/02-6159.pdf; see also NASD & NYSE 2005 REPORT, supra
note 10, at 2–3. Rule 2711(e) made the prohibition explicit. Exchange Act Release No. 34-48252,
supra note 21, at 45879 n.36. A firm that offered favorable research before conducting due diligence
and assessing the company’s prospects in light of the information, or the offering price (which had yet
to be determined), or the price of the stock at the time of the research, might be considered at least
negligent if not reckless or dishonest.
68. The rule also prohibited a threat to lower an existing rating, price target or opinion.
69. See THE AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 921 (3d ed. 1992) (defining

“inducement” to mean “something that helps bring about a desired result” (emphasis added)).
70. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 5 (1981); RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF AGENCY § 1.03

(2005).
An objective standard for measuring the conduct arguably was consistent with the NASD’s broader

comment that the prohibition in paragraph (c)(4) was designed to promote investor confidence
by eliminating even the “suggestion” of an offer of favorable coverage. See Exchange Act Release
No. 34-51593, supra note 59, at 22170. The benefit of the stricter standard was questionable, how-
ever, since investors were not privy to the firm’s communications with the company. The fact is, if an
analyst or anyone else capable of fulfilling the promise did not intend to issue fraudulent research then
none would result. Even if the issuer had reason to believe that the firm had contracted to deliver
favorable coverage, public policy likely would have prevented its enforcement. See RESTATEMENT (SEC-
OND) OF CONTRACTS § 179. Meanwhile, the objective measure created potential liability for innocent
statements or expressions by an analyst or other person associated with the firm.
71. Even under the stricter standard, absent direct evidence of intention to offer favorable research

for business, if the research was not justified by the company’s performance or stock price, the report
itself and other objective criteria could have been considered as evidence of the analyst’s (or other
person’s) state of mind—albeit measured in relation to the person in particular, not the ordinary pru-
dent person of legal extraction. See Ultramares Corp. v. Touche, 174 N.E. 441 (N.Y. 1931).
72. See Exchange Act Release No. 34-45908, supra note 21.
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According to FINRA, the analysts’ meetings with Toys “R” Us management vi-
olated Rule 2711(c)(4) because the firms knew that management would consider

their presentations in selecting underwriters.73 FINRA did not find it necessary

to demonstrate that the analyst (or anyone else at the firm) specifically intended to
solicit the underwriting business by accommodating management’s request for

the interview.74 The fact that Toys “R” Us management initiated the meeting—

not the analyst or the firm—made no difference.75 The analyst was found to
have solicited investment banking business even though he or she did not re-

quest that Toys “R” Us hire the firm as an underwriter or discuss the firm’s un-

derwriting services (or even the offering itself in most cases), but, instead, limited
his or her presentation to the questions raised by management on subjects that

the SEC staff previously had indicated or later would suggest were not inappro-

priate in a setting that otherwise complied with Rule 2711(c)(4)—valuation and
the analyst’s methodology for covering a company, if not the company itself.76

73. See Toys “R” Us Settlements, supra note 43. The settlements provided that “[e]ach firm under-
stood that [Toys ‘R’ Us] would consider the firm’s analyst’s views in determining whether the firm
would receive an underwriting role in the [Toys ‘R’ Us] IPO.” Id. While some settlements contained
facts suggesting that the analyst had the same understanding, all but one of the agreements expressly
attributed that knowledge to the firm. Id. (“[Toys ‘R’ Us] made clear to each firm that its analyst’s pre-
sentation would be a factor in [the company’s] determination of whether the firm would be awarded a
role in the IPO.” (emphasis added)).
74. The settlements included a number of comments by research analysts and others suggesting that

they knew that the analysts’ views would be considered by management in selecting underwriters. Com-
ments by some of the analysts expressed hope that the firm would win the mandate or that the analyst
would do well at his or her meeting to enhance the firm’s chances. However, just because the analyst (or
someone else) knew that the analyst’s views would affect the company’s decision did not mean that the
person intended to solicit the underwriting business by accommodating management’s request to learn
the analyst’s views. The law has long recognized the distinction between conduct performed with the in-
tention to achieve a particular result and that done with the knowledge that the result would likely follow.
See United States v. Bailey, 444 U.S. 394, 404 (1980) (“[A] person who causes a particular result is said to
act purposefully if he consciously desires that result, whatever the likelihood of that result happening
from his conduct, while he is said to act knowingly if he is aware that that result is practically certain
to follow from his conduct, whatever his desire may be as to that result.” (internal quotations omitted));
see also N.Y. PENAL LAW § 15.05 (McKinney 2015) (“A person acts intentionally with respect to a result or to
conduct described by a statute defining an offense when his conscious objective is to cause such result or
to engage in such conduct. A person acts knowingly with respect to conduct . . . described by a statute
defining an offense when he is aware that his conduct is of such nature . . . .” (emphasis added)); United
States v. Dollar Bank Money Mkt. Account, 980 F.2d 233, 240 (3d Cir. 1992) (“‘Purpose,’ being synon-
ymous with ‘intent,’ is the highest degree of culpability found in penal statutes.”). Absent initiative by the
analyst, or, perhaps, the firm, to pursue the meeting as an integral part of the firm’s investment banking
pitch—and with no financial incentive or other institutional imperative for the analyst to pursue the
business—the purpose of the meeting simply might have been to answer management’s questions.
75. FINRA later discounted the idea that the issuer’s initiation of the inquiry was exculpatory in

determining whether the analyst’s communication was a solicitation. See Research Rules Frequently
Asked Questions (FAQ), FIN. INDUS. REGULATORY AUTH. (May 28, 2015), http://www.finra.org/
industry/faq-research-rules-frequently-asked-questions-faq [hereinafter FINRA 2015 Research Rules
FAQ] (response to Solicitation and Marketing Question 1) (“In FINRA’s view, [the] risk management
considerations exist during a solicitation period, irrespective of who initiates a meeting or communi-
cation or the setting . . . . [T]he same [risk management] considerations would apply whether an is-
suer initiates a meeting at which it requests the analyst’s views as part of the issuer’s underwriter se-
lection process or a research analyst initiates a meeting for bona fide due diligence purposes where the
issuer then asks for the analyst’s views.”).
76. See supra note 66 and accompanying text.
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In addition, each investment bank that permitted its research analyst to
speak positively about Toys “R” Us, the firm’s research capability, or the ana-

lyst’s own ability (or whose non-research personnel made positive statements

in relation to research) was found to have implicitly offered favorable research
in violation of Rule 2711(e). It did not matter that the information pertained to

the offering—not to future research coverage, which was not discussed.77 And

all of the firms that provided firm-wide valuations backed by the analyst were
deemed to have promised favorable research, even though the valuation was

conditional—subject to unanticipated developments, including findings on

due diligence.78

Specifically, with regard to the offer of favorable research, the settlements pro-

vided that:

Where the issuer has stated that it will consider an analyst’s views as part of the un-

derwriter selection process, a firm cannot indicate to a prospective investment bank-

ing client its analyst’s positive views of the company or the company’s prospects,

even if honestly held, or the positive prospective valuation the analyst may give

the company.79

In this way, Rule 2711(e), which by its terms prohibited communications mani-
festly intended to trade favorable research for underwriting business in consider-

ation of the disingenuous bargains of the past, was reinterpreted to assign strict

liability to positive comments about a company by an analyst, or communication
of the analyst’s favorable opinion of the company or assessment of its worth by

anyone associated with the firm, to management in the time leading up to its se-

lection of underwriters, even if those expressions were genuine. Later guidance ex-
tended the prohibition beyond the time for vetting underwriters, referred to as the

“solicitation period,” into the “post-mandate period” for as long as the underwrit-

ers’ roles or allocations could be affected by the analysts’ positions—throughout
the offering or until the issuer could no longer act on the information.80 FINRA’s

77. See Toys “R” Us Settlements, supra note 43. Some analysts spoke in favorable terms about as-
pects of Toys “R” Us’s business or its management that they said they would emphasize to investors
in apparent reference to communications with customers about the IPO—not to research after the
offering. Id.
78. Id. Presumably, then, if the stock appreciated beyond a level supported by the valuation, the

analyst was free to change his or her opinion about whether to buy it. The purpose of Rule 2711(e)
was not to prohibit a member firm from communicating to an issuer the valuation that its analyst
could support in good faith; it was to prevent the firm from supporting the stock in research regard-
less of the valuation. See supra notes 15 & 24 and accompanying text.
79. See Toys “R” Us Settlements, supra note 43. The findings did not distinguish between a “pos-

itive” prospective valuation and any other kind under the circumstances.
80. In its guidance after the Toys “R” Us Settlements, FINRA made clear that the risk of violating

the rules by disclosing the analyst’s views on valuation and other issues does not end with the selec-
tion of underwriters. FINRA 2015 Research Rules FAQ, supra note 75 (response to Solicitation and
Marketing Question 3) (“FINRA notes that there is no safe harbor in a post-mandate period,
and therefore firms must consider the context and issuer expectations in evaluating the permissibility
of communications with the issuer.”). Instead, FINRA said the risk is reduced to a level that the reg-
ulator suggested can be managed by the firm. Id. The guidance cautioned, however, that it may be
impermissible to share the information before the underwriters’ roles and allocations have been set-
tled. Id. (“Assuming the issuer has made a bona fide award of the underwriting mandates, FINRA
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interpretation effectively barred communication of the analysts’ views to the com-
pany,81 preventing the issuer from basing its decision on research. At the time

Rule 2711(c)(4) was adopted, the NASD staff commented that:

[T]he prohibition on analysts’ involvement in solicitations of investment banking

business is intended to support the prohibition on promising favorable research

as a marketing tool to prospective investment banking clients of members, and is de-

signed to encourage issuers to choose an investment banking firm based on the merits of the

firm’s underwriting capabilities.82

Read “underwriting capabilities” to mean “distribution capacity” and the inter-
pretation and its extension advanced the regulator’s secondary objective, obiter,

to cause issuers to consider distribution to the exclusion of research when select-

ing underwriters and awarding their roles and allocations.
The regulatory imperative to curtail further research analysts’ communications

with an issuer based on the Toys “R” Us cases is purely speculative: The analysts’

input did not lead to disingenuous research and no one was alleged to have said
anything that was not true. Meanwhile, the more restrictive policy effectively ex-

cludes analysts from IPO pricing.

believes the risks associated with subsequent communications between an analyst and issuer can be
effectively managed, even where the issuer has not fully resolved the specific roles and economics for
each firm. However . . . [a] firm’s policies and procedures should address circumstances that could
give rise to impermissible promises of favorable research, such as where the issuer suggests the final
roles or economics will be based on the highest valuation given by a firm’s research analyst.”).
The extension of the restriction into the post-mandate period is consistent with the policy behind

the settlements: If a member is prohibited from relating its analyst’s views to obtain the mandate, it
should be prevented from using the information to obtain a larger part of the transaction or to avoid
losing its allocation. (Arguably, any risk of compromise by the analyst is greater during the post-
mandate period when the firm stands to lose business than during the solicitation period when
there is no business yet to lose.) However, there is no time before the offering when management
is not bound by its fiduciary duty to the company to consider the analysts’ views in assigning respon-
sibility among underwriters, especially if it has a view to a follow-on offering as do many IPO issuers.
The company obviously benefits by awarding more stock to an underwriter whose analyst thinks
highly of the company and its worth. Less enthusiastic or negative research after the offering
might compromise the IPO and jeopardize the issuer’s prospects for raising money in a follow-on
offering from prior investors and in general. (Indeed, one of the sponsors of Toys “R” Us complained
that in a previous IPO management did not learn the underwriters’ analysts’ views “until it was too
late,” suggesting that the information might have affected its decisions concerning each firm’s involve-
ment in the offering. See Toys “R” Us Settlements, supra note 43.)
81. FINRA acknowledged that the policy effectively prevents any communication of the analyst’s

opinion of the company to management during this time period. In guidance after the cases, the reg-
ulator warned that “in circumstances where an issuer overtly or tacitly expresses that the selection of
underwriters will be based in whole or in part on the views of a research analyst (including valua-
tion), FINRA believes any sharing of those views by the member or the research analyst carries un-
manageable risk.” FINRA 2015 Research Rules FAQ, supra note 75 (emphasis added) (response to So-
licitation and Marketing Question 1). The guidance is silent on whether a member can relate the
analyst’s views without any prior “overt” or “tacit” indication of interest by the company. However,
the firm risks that tacit interest may be inferred from communication of the analyst’s views alone.
Regardless, it is unlikely that FINRA means to allow a member to communicate the analyst’s views
absent a request by the issuer, or to provide a safe harbor in circumstances in which the issuer ap-
parently is indifferent to the information.
82. Exchange Act Release No. 34-48252, supra note 21, at 45879 (emphasis added).
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While FINRA acknowledges that investment bankers can consult the analyst
on valuation and other issues at any time—at least they are not strictly prohib-

ited from doing so—they “may not convey to the issuer that a valuation is either

the research analyst’s valuation or a joint valuation of the bankers and research
analyst” while restrictions apply. The policy fails to recognize, however, that a

broker-dealer faces an ethical dilemma if it consults the analyst on valuation

but cannot communicate his or her views to the company. (The analyst’s assess-
ment higher or lower cannot be conveyed to the company since it would disclose

his or her “positive” valuation or the level at which there is joint support by the

bankers and the analyst.) The issuer has a right to expect that the firm is not
withholding information that is material to the engagement, including whether

its analyst, as an expert with knowledge and experience relevant to the transac-

tion and poised to perform functions that will affect the offering, thinks the com-
pany is worth significantly more or less than the amount it is proposing.83 In

order to comply with the guidance, the firm has little choice but to refrain

from consulting the analyst and to disclose as much to the issuer.84 There is
no benefit to consulting the analyst when the analyst’s views cannot affect under-

writing decisions. Moreover, the investment bankers may be reluctant to engage

the analyst after having put forward their own evaluation if there is the possibil-
ity that the analyst might disagree with the firm’s position, damaging the firm’s

credibility and its standing in the syndicate.85

The broader restrictions deny issuers and investors the benefit of analysts’
honest insight on IPO valuation, which can lead to less effective pricing poten-

tially made worse by underwriters’ research that disagrees with their recommen-

dations to buy the stock on the offering. Investors, especially, stand to be blind-
sided by contradictory research by their brokerage firms immediately after the

offering. They have no reason to expect that the firm’s research analyst has a dif-

ferent opinion about the transaction, as though the analyst is in a separate firm.
In this respect, the policy is inconsistent with basic investor protection. It goes

beyond the Global Settlement, which does not necessarily prevent an issuer from

obtaining an analyst’s views on valuation separately during the solicitation period
and expressly permits bankers to consult the analyst on valuation and other subjects

(and, presumably, to relate the information to the issuer) during the post-mandate

83. As the AIG and Toys “R” Us matters demonstrated, the information is material to the issuer’s
decision whether to hire the firm as an underwriter (and perhaps even whether to go forward with
the transaction). Under principles of agency law, an agent “owes the principal a duty to provide infor-
mation to the principal that the agent knows or has reason to know the principal would wish to have.”
RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF AGENCY § 8.11 cmt. b (2005). The duty “extends to information about the agent
when it is material to decisions the principal may wish to make.” Id.While ordinarily the agent’s duty to
furnish information does not commence until the agency relationship has been established, a prospec-
tive agent is subject to a “duty to deal fairly in arranging the terms of the agency relationship.” Id. § 8.11
cmt. c. That duty “may require a prospective agent to furnish the prospective principal with information
that is . . . material to the principal’s decision whether to engage the agent.” Id.
84. See generally RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF AGENCY § 8.08.
85. The analyst’s views would have to be communicated to the issuer. See RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF

AGENCY § 8.11 cmt. c (An agent that deliberately withholds material information from the principal to
further its own purposes acts contrary to its fiduciary duty of loyalty.).
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period.86 Moreover, it is fundamentally at odds with the JOBS Act, which encour-
ages greater communications between issuers, analysts, and investors to incorporate

research more broadly in the underwriting process for most companies.

THE JOBS ACT PROMOTES PRE-IPO RESEARCH AND GREATER

ANALYST INVOLVEMENT IN THE IPO UNDERWRITING PROCESS FOR

EMERGING GROWTH COMPANIES

The JOBS Act was passed to spur employment by facilitating investment in
small and medium-size companies with greater potential for growth.87 Among

other things, the law relaxed regulatory restrictions on IPOs for “emerging growth
companies,”88 including preexisting limitations on the ability to publish research

before and immediately after the offering and related constraints on analysts’ com-

munications with issuers and investors.
Like any other issuer, an EGC raising capital in an IPO relies on its underwriters

to place its stock with the right investors at the appropriate price.89 The company

wants to raise as much money as possible; however, it is just as interested in selling
the shares at a price that will build investor confidence and encourage additional

investment in the future.90 IPO issuers often intend to raise substantially more cap-

ital in follow-on offerings.91 The offering is sold at a discount to allow for reason-
able appreciation of the stock in the near term, even if it means leaving money on

the table.92 (One study calculated the mean IPO discount to be 18.4 percent based

on first-day trading data for almost 15,000 offerings in the United States between

86. See supra note 29 and accompanying text.
87. See H.R. Res. 3606, 158 CONG. REC. 50 (2012), http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CREC-2012-03-

27/html/CREC-2012-03-27-pt1-PgH1586-4.htm (containing comments by Rep. Stephen Fincher, co-
sponsor of the JOBS Act) (“[The JOBS Act] will allow small and mid-size companies the opportunity
to save on expensive compliance costs and create the cash needed to successfully grow their busi-
nesses and create American jobs.”).
88. An “emerging growth company” is defined in section 2(a)(19) of the Securities Act and section

3(a)(80) of the Exchange Act to mean “an issuer that had total annual gross revenues of less than
$1,000,000,000 [adjusting for inflation] during its most recently completed fiscal year.”
89. See NYSE & NASD 2003 REPORT, supra note 6, at 4–5 (“The pricing of an IPO is a business

decision reached by the issuer in consultation with the underwriter. . . . This involves directors
and management weighing key considerations regarding the transaction, including the long-term im-
plications of various IPO pricing scenarios.”).
90. See Ivo Welch, Seasoned Offerings, Imitation Costs, and the Underpricing of Initial Public Offerings,

44 J. FIN. 421, 422 (1989) (“[T]he prevalent explanation [for IPO discounting] on Wall Street is that
issuers may want to leave a good taste in investors’ mouths so that future underwritings from the
same issuer could be sold at attractive prices.” (citations and internal quotations omitted)); Steven
Davidoff Solomon, Why I.P.O.’s Get Underpriced, N.Y. TIMES DEALBOOK (May 27, 2011), http://
dealbook.nytimes.com/2011/05/27/why-i-p-o-s-get-underpriced/?_r=2.
91. See Ivo Welch & Jay Ritter, A Review of IPO Activity, Pricing and Allocations 11–12 (Yale Int’l

Ctr. for Fin., Working Paper No. 02-01, 2002), http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_
id=296393 (“[I]t is clear that some issuers approach the market with an intention to conduct future
equity issues. . . . [Underpricing’s] most appealing feature is that some issuers voluntarily desire to
leave money on the table to create ‘a good taste in inventors’ mouths.’” (emphasis in original)); see
also Welch, Seasoned Offerings, supra note 90, at 422.
92. See Welch, Seasoned Offerings, supra note 90, at 422.
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1960 and 2001.)93 At the same time, the company wants the stock to be sold to
informed buyers. Knowledgeable investors tend to reduce the discount needed

to sell the shares and to provide the stable shareholder base management desires

to pursue its objectives.94 It is part of an underwriter’s role, therefore, to educate
investors about the company and its goals. Most underwriters also commit to pro-

vide research coverage after the IPO to keep investors apprised of the issuer’s prog-

ress with a view to follow-on offerings and to facilitate trading in the secondary
market.

Research analysts play an integral part in the underwriters’ efforts: by helping

to evaluate the issuer, by explaining the company to investors, and by reporting
on its results.95 Recognizing the importance of analysts and their research to the

success of an IPO, Congress chose to integrate them fully in the underwriting

process for EGCs.
Section 105(a) of the JOBS Act amended the Securities Act to permit a

broker-dealer—including a current or prospective underwriter—to distribute

research on an EGC prior to an IPO or secondary offering.96 The amendment

93. Shmuel Hauser et al., Initial Public Offering Discount and Competition, 49 U. CHI. J.L. & ECON.
331, 331–32 (2006) (“Shares issued by companies going public are commonly offered below their
market clearing price . . . that can be measured by the difference between the offer price and the
higher price attained in early trading.”).
94. See Solomon, supra note 90 (“[W]hen investment banks can allocate shares in greater measure

to informed investors, the underpricing is reduced since the compensation needed to draw unin-
formed investors is lower.”); see also NYSE & NASD 2003 REPORT, supra note 6, at 10 (“The issuer
generally desires that shares be placed with long-term investors.”); ANNE BEYER, DAVID F. LARCKER &
BRIAN TAYAN, 2014 STUDY ON HOW INVESTMENT HORIZON AND EXPECTATION OF SHAREHOLDER BASE IMPACT COR-

PORATE DECISION-MAKING 1 (2014) (“Nearly all companies prefer long-term investors but about half of
investors have a shorter horizon—with significant consequences for companies’ strategic decisions
and stock market performance.”).
95. Even after the dot-com crisis, the SROs preserved the analyst’s role in each of these functions

albeit with some restrictions. Rule 2711 did not prohibit investment bankers from consulting the analyst
on valuation or other matters of importance to an offering at any time, see Exchange Act Release
No. 34-48252, supra note 21, at 45879, although it prevented the analyst from participating in an in-
vestment banking pitch. See NASD Rule 2711(c)(4). The rule expressly recognized the analyst’s involve-
ment in efforts to sell the stock to investors, see NASD Rule 2711(c)(7), but not with the issuer or in-
vestment bankers present. See NASD Rule 2711(c)(5)(B). In guidance, FINRA allowed that a member
could agree to provide research coverage as part of the underwriting engagement, see Nat’l Ass’n of Sec.
Dealers, Notice to Members 02-39, Research Analysts and Research Reports: SEC Approves Rule Gov-
erning Research Analysts’ Conflicts of Interest 370 (July 2002), http://www.finra.org/sites/default/files/
NoticeDocument/p003620.pdf, provided the firm did not commit to favorable research and did not
initiate coverage until after the relevant quiet period had elapsed. See NASD Rule 2711(e)–(f).
96. See Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act, Pub. L. 112-106, § 105(a), 126 Stat. 306. 310–11

(2012) (codified at 15 U.S.C. § 77b(a)(3) (2012)). Specifically, the provision amended section 2(a)(3)
of the Securities Act to exclude research from the definition of an “offer for sale” or an “offer to sell”
for purposes of the definition of a “prospectus” under section 2(a)(10) of the Securities Act and offers
by means of a prospectus or otherwise under section 5(c) of the Securities Act as follows:

The publication or distribution by a broker or dealer of a research report about an emerging
growth company that is the subject of a proposed public offering of the common equity secu-
rities of such emerging growth company pursuant to a registration statement that the issuer pro-
poses to file, or has filed, or that is effective shall be deemed for purposes of paragraph (10) of
this subsection and section 5(c) not to constitute an offer for sale or offer to sell a security, even
if the broker or dealer is participating or will participate in the registered offering of the secu-
rities of the issuer.
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made way for research that introduces investors to the company and expounds
on information in the registration statement. The law recognized that research

analysts provide more comprehensive advice to investors who would benefit

from seeing their facts, assumptions, and analyses in writing. Apart from
that, it provided for the dissemination to all investors of information analysts

were communicating orally only to selected institutional buyers.97 Another

amendment voided the quiet period after an offering to allow for uninterrupted
coverage.98

In order to assure the conditions necessary to prepare pre-IPO research, sec-

tion 105(b) amended the Exchange Act to prevent the SEC or FINRA from
adopting or maintaining any rule that restricts an analyst from participating in

any communication with management of an EGC that also is attended by

non-research personnel.99 The amendment clearly targeted the prohibition
against an analyst participating in an investment banking pitch under Rule

2711(c)(4); however, it was not limited by subject matter or persons in atten-

dance at the meeting. Another amendment precluded restrictions on who at
the broker-dealer could arrange for communications between an analyst and a

prospective investor to facilitate efforts to sell the IPO.100

The amendments eliminated procedural impediments. But they also safe-
guarded the substance of communications in line with the federal objective to

promote pre-IPO research and greater involvement by analysts in the offering

15 U.S.C. § 77b(a)(3). Prior to the amendment the research report might have constituted a prema-
ture offer—a “gun jumping” violation—under section 5 of the Securities Act and was not free from
liability for offers or sales by means of a prospectus under section 12(a)(2) of the Securities Act.
Research on an EGC was allowed at any time, including during the “solicitation” and “post-

mandate” periods referred to in FINRA guidance on restrictions on member firms’ and analysts’ com-
munications with an issuer about research.

97. Cf. Rule 2241(g) (“A member must establish, maintain and enforce written policies and pro-
cedures reasonably designed to ensure that a research report is not distributed selectively to . . . a
particular customer or class of customers in advance of other customers that the member has previ-
ously determined are entitled to receive the research report.”).

98. See JOBS Act § 105(d), 15 U.S.C. § 78o-6 note (2012); supra note 25 and accompanying text.
99. See JOBS Act § 105(b), 15 U.S.C. § 78o-6 (2012). The provision amended section 15D of the

Exchange Act to provide that:

[N]either [the SEC nor FINRA] may adopt or maintain any rule or regulation in connection with
an initial public offering of the common equity of an emerging growth company restricting a
securities analyst from participating in any communications with the management of an emerg-
ing growth company that is also attended by any other associated person of a broker, dealer, or
member of a national securities association whose functional role is other than as a securities
analyst.

15 U.S.C. § 78o-6(c)(2) (2012).
100. Id. The provision further amended section 15D of the Exchange Act to provide that:

[N]either [the SEC nor FINRA] may adopt or maintain any rule or regulation in connection with
an initial public offering of the common equity of an emerging growth company restricting,
based on functional role, which associated persons of a broker, dealer, or member of a national
securities association, may arrange for communications between a securities analyst and a poten-
tial investor.

15 U.S.C. § 78o-6(c)(1) (2012).
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process. The legislation and the House Finance Committee Report on the bill re-
ferred to the elimination of restrictions on “communications” between issuers, an-

alysts, and investors—not just attendance at meetings or other means by which

they were made;101 while the law expressly pertained to rules preventing analysts
from actively “participating” in communications with management.102

A broker-dealer must perform due diligence before recommending that cus-

tomers buy stock in an offering, which includes reasonable investigation of
the issuer.103 A research analyst similarly is required to test the reliability of in-

formation obtained from the company before recommending its securities in a

research report.104 Plainly, provisions in the JOBS Act that enable analysts to
meet with EGC management to obtain information for pre-IPO research void re-

strictions that interfere with their ability to vet the information they receive.

In addition, relief that allows an analyst to participate in an investment bank-
ing pitch necessarily contemplates some contribution by the analyst that he or

she expects will assist in obtaining the business—at least to the extent it is con-

sistent with pre-IPO research. A broker-dealer is free to publish research on an
EGC before the company has selected the underwriters for its offering.105 The

analyst’s opinion of the issuer, his or her methodology for valuing it, and per-

haps the valuation itself may be included in the research for the company as
well as investors to consider. The company’s management can use the informa-

tion to decide whether to hire the firm as an underwriter (and to determine its

allocation later).106 The JOBS Act thus protects a broker-dealer’s ability to relate

101. See supra note 99; H.R. REP. NO. 112-406, at 6–7 (2012) [hereinafter HOUSE REPORT] (The
House Report on the bill states that the law is intended to “improve[] the flow of information
about EGCs to investors by removing burdensome and outdated restrictions on communications be-
tween companies, research analysts, and investors.” (emphasis added)).
102. See supra note 99 and accompanying text; see also THE AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY OF THE

ENGLISH LANGUAGE 1319 (3d ed. 1992) (defining “participation” to mean “[t]he act of taking part or
sharing in something: Teachers often encourage class participation.”). Participation in communications
ordinarily implies more than the mere presence at events in which they take place.
103. See 9 LOUIS LOSS, JOEL SELIGMAN & TROY PAREDES, SECURITIES REGULATION 321 (4th ed. 2013); see

also Fin. Indus. Regulatory Auth., Regulatory Notice 10–22, Regulation D Offerings (2010), http://
www.finra.org/sites/default/files/NoticeDocument/p121304.pdf (“The [SEC] and federal courts have
long held that a broker-dealer that recommends a security is under a duty to conduct a reasonable
investigation concerning that security and the issuer’s representations about it.”); U.S. SEC. & EXCH.
COMM’N DIV. OF TRADING & MKTS., GUIDE TO BROKER-DEALER REGISTRATION (2008), http://www.sec.gov/
divisions/marketreg/bdguide.htm (“[T]he broker-dealer has an obligation to investigate and obtain
adequate information about the security it is recommending.”).
104. See FINRA Rule 2241(c)(1)(A).
105. See supra note 96 and accompanying text.
106. In this regard, the JOBS Act contradicts the policy established by the Toys “R” Us cases. Pre-

IPO research during the solicitation period is nothing if not an effort to solicit underwriting business
by the analyst and a promise of favorable research by the firm under the rubric of the Toys “R” Us
Settlements. There is no purpose for the research other than to obtain the IPO business. (It is safe to
say it is not to facilitate other broker-dealers’ efforts to underwrite the issue, and there is no secondary
trading yet to support.) The research is going to be favorable. (No other kind is actionable.) Manage-
ment is going to learn what the analyst thinks about the company, and his or her views on valuation
and other issues addressed in the research are going to inform management’s decisions about under-
writers and their assignments. The firm and the analyst are going to know that the research is likely to
be used by management for those purposes. These are the elements of the alleged violations in the
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an analyst’s views about the issuer in pre-mandate communications with the
company and, consequently, management’s right to inquire about those views

directly with the firm or the analyst.107

The JOBS Act recognizes that underwriters must be able to coordinate ana-
lysts’ communications with investors in order to incorporate research fully in

the IPO process for EGCs. Analysts typically participate in telephone calls and

meetings with customers to relate their views on a company and to elaborate
on ideas expressed in research.108 Section 105(b) underscores the importance

of these communications to investors’ decisions to buy stock in an IPO by ensur-

ing that investment bankers, sales representatives, and other persons participat-
ing in the offering can arrange for investors to consult the analyst.109 However,

for an underwriter to involve its analyst effectively in efforts to sell the stock, the

analyst must be able to communicate freely with the investment bankers and the
issuer, if necessary, to enable the firm to incorporate the analyst’s views in its

message to investors. Otherwise, meetings with the analyst will not take place.

Accordingly, the House Report states that the law “improves the flow of informa-
tion about EGCs to investors by removing burdensome and outdated restrictions

on communications between companies, research analysts, and investors.”110

Pre-IPO research and the broader communications permitted by the JOBS Act
benefit issuers and investors by allowing them to consider the analysts’ views at

the earliest possible time so their opinions can inform initial valuation decisions

and contribute to discovery of the appropriate offering price. Analysts, by pro-
fession, are uniquely qualified to value the company in line with investors’

expectations. Untempered by the analysts’ buy-side predilections, investment

Toys “R” Us Settlements. See supra note 43 & notes 73–79 and accompanying text. Yet, the JOBS Act
protects and promotes the publication of pre-IPO research.
107. The federal government and industry organizations ordinarily are loath to deny consumers—

even corporate consumers—the privilege of evaluating the qualifications of a commercial service pro-
vider before hiring it to perform an important function. The JOBS Act guarantees a place for research
in the IPO underwriting process for EGCs. Therefore, the quality of the function is a legitimate con-
sideration in the selection of underwriters and an appropriate subject for competition among broker-
dealers for underwriting business. For EGCs, at least, management is presumed to be able to vet a
broker-dealer’s research capability (in addition to its distribution capacity), including the qualifica-
tions and experience of the analyst, directly with the analyst or others before making its decision
about whether to hire the firm as an underwriter.
Moreover, if the effect of the Toys “R” Us Settlements and subsequent guidance is to make it more

difficult for issuers to learn about underwriting candidates’ research capabilities, then small and
medium-size broker-dealers that rely heavily on the quality of their research to compete with the
greater distribution capabilities of larger firms may find it more difficult to secure IPO underwriting
positions in the future. The result may be fewer firms offering research (and, perhaps, lesser quality
research from the fewer firms that do). Federal securities laws discourage SRO standards that are anti-
competitive or discriminatory in their effect on member firms. See Exchange Act § 19(b)(5), (7), (9),
15 U.S.C. § 78s(b)(5), (7), (9) (2012).
108. Cf. FINRA Rule 2241(b)(1)(B)–(C) (requiring written policies and procedures for analysts’

involvement in public appearances and interactions with customers).
109. See supra note 100 and accompanying text. The communications are especially important if

the firm has not yet published research on the company.
110. HOUSE REPORT, supra note 101, at 6–7 (emphasis added). Presumably, the House Report did not

refer to investment bankers because SRO rules did not expressly restrict interdepartmental communi-
cations between research and investment banking regarding an IPO transaction. See supra note 29.
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bankers may be inclined to overvalue the issue under pressure to win the under-
writing mandate and to retain the business. Indeed, it is hard to conceive of a

better pricing mechanism to initiate and to inform the IPO book building pro-

cess than one that attempts to reconcile the views of both investment bankers
and analysts whose interests are separately aligned with the counterparties to

the transaction. To the extent the IPO price reflects the analysts’ views, the un-

derwriters’ research is less likely to conflict with their recommendations to buy
the stock on the offering. In any event, the issuer and investors are on notice of

the analysts’ views in advance of the transaction.

Unfortunately, pre-IPO research and broader communications between ana-
lysts, issuers, and investors contemplated by the JOBS Act are impeded by nar-

row interpretations given to the amendments by the SEC and FINRA, the policy

stemming from the Toys “R” Us Settlements, and various provisions in new
FINRA Rule 2241 that make no exceptions for EGCs.

THE SEC AND FINRA CURTAIL THE EFFECTS OF THE JOBS ACT

REFORMS WHILE IPO PRICING INEFFICIENCY AND INCONSISTENT
RESEARCH CONTINUE

The SEC staff gave limited range to the effect of section 105(b). It recognized
that analysts could attend a broader array of meetings with EGC management

about an IPO but did not accept that they could say anything more in them

than existing rules allowed.111 In particular, according to the staff, the amend-
ments did not abrogate SRO rules prohibiting the solicitation of investment

banking business or the offer of favorable research.112 Analysts could join

with bankers to save the company the expense of meeting with them separately;
still, they had to avoid saying or doing anything to obtain underwriting busi-

ness.113 The staff, nevertheless, suggested that certain communications by an an-

alyst were not solicitations by themselves, including an explanation of the ana-
lyst’s research program and the factors that he or she considers in covering a

company and questions in follow up to statements made by management.114

111. See JOBS Act FAQ, supra note 60 (response to Question 4) (“Prior to enactment of Section 105(b),
SRO rules prohibited analysts of non-Global Settlement firms from attending meetings with issuer man-
agement that are also attended by investment banking personnel in connection with an IPO, including
pitch meetings. Pursuant to Section 105(b), analysts may now attend such meetings, provided that the
issuer qualifies as an [EGC]. Section 105(b) does not, however, permit analysts to engage in otherwise
prohibited conduct in such meetings.”).
112. Id. (“Section 105(b) does not . . . affect SRO rules that otherwise prohibit an analyst from

engaging in efforts to solicit investment banking business . . . [A]n analyst continues to be prohibited
from giving tacit acquiescence to overtures from the management of an [EGC] that attempt to create
an expectation of favorable research coverage if the analyst’s firm is chosen to underwrite the [EGC’s]
IPO.”).
113. Id.
114. Id. The guidance is conservative but it should not be exhaustive. For example, if a broker-dealer

is free to write research on the company, its analyst should be permitted to ask original questions—not
just those to follow up on information imparted by management. See supra notes 103–04 and accom-
panying text.
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FINRA, in accordance with the SEC staff’s interpretation, amended NASD
Rule 2711(c)(4) to permit analysts to attend joint meetings with EGC manage-

ment while maintaining the substantive prohibition on soliciting investment

banking business.115 In guidance, FINRA downplayed the SEC staff’s comments
on permissible communications in line with the more restrictive interpretations

it had given to Rule 2711(c)(4) and (e) in the Toys “R” Us matter.116 There,

FINRA reaffirmed the strict liability standard articulated in the settlements
even in the case of an IPO by an EGC.117

The interpretations and guidance carry forward to new FINRA Rule 2241,

which incorporates the former provisions in paragraphs (b)(2)(K) and (L).118

115. The rule was amended in response to section 105(b) of the JOBS Act to provide, in pertinent
part:

This paragraph shall not prevent a research analyst from attending a pitch meeting in connection
with an initial public offering of an [EGC] that is also attended by investment banking person-
nel; provided, however, that a research analyst may not engage in otherwise prohibited conduct
in such meetings, including efforts to solicit investment banking business.

NASD Rule 2711(c)(4).
116. See FINRA 2015 Research Rules FAQ, supra note 75 (response to Solicitation and Marketing

Question 5) (“FINRA understands SEC [JOBS Act] FAQ 4 to identify specific and narrow examples
of permissible communications by a research analyst while in attendance at an EGC IPO pitch meet-
ing or in other meetings during a solicitation period concerning an EGC IPO with issuer management
that are also attended by other associated persons of a broker dealer. . . . SEC Staff also expressly
stated in Footnote 179 of the order approving FINRA Rule 2241 that the examples in SEC [JOBS
Act] FAQ 4 of permissible ‘ministerial statements’ were not intended to permit otherwise impermissi-
ble activities solely because they were conducted via the ministerial examples given in the FAQ.” (em-
phasis added)).
117. The events in the Toys “R” Us cases occurred prior to the JOBS Act and the retail giant would

not have qualified as an EGC even under the law’s generous revenue threshold. FINRA subsequently
advised that the interpretations given to Rule 2711(c)(4) and (e) in the settlements apply to EGCs. Id.
(“FINRA views SEC [JOBS Act] FAQ 4 to be consistent with the risk management guidance set forth
in Question 1 above, and does not view [it] to create a safe harbor for sharing a research analyst’s
views and valuations with an issuer during the underwriter selection process for either an EGC or
non-EGC IPO or to change the risk management guidance set forth in Question 1 above, other
than to allow attendance by a research analyst at a pitch meeting for an EGC IPO.”).
118. FINRA Rule 2241(b)(1)(C) requires member firms:

[to] establish, maintain and enforce written policies and procedures reasonably designed to
identify and effectively manage conflicts of interest related to . . . the interaction between re-
search analysts and those outside of the research department, including investment banking
and sales and trading personnel, subject companies and customers.

FINRA Rule 2241(b)(2)(K) provides that:

A member’s written policies and procedures must . . . prohibit explicit or implicit promises of
favorable research, a particular research rating or recommendation or specific research content
as inducement for the receipt of business or compensation.

FINRA Rule 2241(b)(2)(L) provides that:

A member’s written policies and procedures must . . . restrict or limit activities by research
analysts that can reasonably be expected to compromise their objectivity, including prohibiting:
(i) participation in pitches and other solicitations of investment banking services transactions.

Significantly, FINRA Rule 2241(b)(2)(L)(i) eliminates language in former Rule 2711(c)(4) that re-
ferred to “communications with companies for the purpose of soliciting investment banking busi-
ness.” The new rule, therefore, is more compatible with the interpretation given to the previous pro-
vision in the Toys “R” Us Settlements.
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Rule 2241 applies a new “principles-based” approach that requires members to
develop and enforce written policies and procedures to manage the historical

conflicts specified in the rule as well as unspecified extant and emerging conflicts

affecting research.119 The broader mandate makes the specific prescriptions in
the rule the basis for expectations on member implemented restrictions between

research analysts, investment bankers, and issuers.120 Unfortunately, the strict

liability standard imported from the Toys “R” Us Settlements and related guid-
ance assigns increased regulatory risk to pre- and post-mandate communications

between research analysts and management of EGCs that is likely to have a chill-

ing effect on due diligence for pre-IPO research and other analyst involvement in
underwriting contemplated by the JOBS Act.

While the SEC and FINRA each acknowledged that analysts must perform due

diligence, neither interpreted the JOBS Act to provide the widest latitude to
question management in good faith. Instead, FINRA cautioned members to pre-

vent inquiries that “imply that the analyst is soliciting investment banking busi-

ness or otherwise [sic] promising favorable research.”121 In the Toys “R” Us Set-
tlements, the regulator set a very low threshold for conduct that violates this

standard by prohibiting any communication that conveys the analyst’s positive

view of the company or its prospects or his or her support for a valuation.122

Research analysts routinely preface their questions to management on analyst

calls to review the company’s performance with comments like “congratulations

on a great quarter,” “the numbers look terrific,” or “management is doing an ex-
cellent job,” or ask questions to elicit confirmation of their own views on valu-

ation or performance. Efforts to mask legitimate enthusiasm for the company or

to conceal the analyst’s thoughts about it can only reduce the force with which
analysts perform their investigations.

Legacy provisions in FINRA Rule 2241 that restrict the pre-publication review

of a research report by non-research personnel or the subject company also com-

119. See Exchange Act Release No. 34-75471, supra note 3.
120. FINRA commented that the broad imperative in Rule 2241(b)(1) “will maintain the same

level of investor protection in [NASD Rule 2711] while . . . imposing additional obligations to pro-
actively manage emerging conflicts.” Exchange Act Release No. 34-75471, supra note 3, at 43489; see
also Notice of Filing of a Proposed Rule Change to Adopt FINRA Rule 2241 (Research Analysts and
Research Reports), Exchange Act Release No. 34-73622, 79 Fed. Reg. 69939, 69942 (Nov. 18, 2014),
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2014-11-24/pdf/2014-27700.pdf. FINRA described the new re-
quirement as “a significant additional obligation that does not exist in the current rules,” id. at
43489, while adding that the express prohibitions against analyst participation in underwriting
pitches, road shows, and other investment banking-related initiatives are “a non-exhaustive list of
the types of activities that can violate this provision.” Exchange Act Release No. 34-75471, supra
note 3, at 43484 (emphasis added).
121. Compare FINRA 2015 Research Rules FAQ, supra note 75 (response to Solicitation and Mar-

keting Question 1) (“Since [vetting and due diligence] communications are for the purposes of ob-
taining information from the issuer in furtherance of the analyst’s research function, depending on
the facts and circumstances, they carry lower risk than where a research analyst shares his or her views
or valuations with the issuer.” (emphasis added)), with Exchange Act Release No. 34-75471, supra
note 3, at 43495 n.179 (“[A]n analyst may ask follow up questions in order to understand factual
matters being presented provided such questions do not imply that the analyst is soliciting investment bank-
ing business or otherwise promising favorable research.” (emphasis added)).
122. See supra note 79 and accompanying text.
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promise due diligence in a way that may operate to prevent pre-IPO research
entirely.

NASD Rule 2711 prohibited the review of a draft research report by an invest-

ment banker except as necessary to verify factual information or to identify
potential conflicts of interest.123 Under the old rule, it was permissible to

share sections of the report with the subject company only to verify facts.124

Prior to the JOBS Act, research was published only after the IPO, when all ma-
terial facts about the issuer were in the public domain—the final registration

statement was on file and the company was subject to continuous reporting

obligations—and, arguably, the potential for undue influence by an investment
banker or a company executive outweighed any benefit an analyst might have

received from the banker’s or the executive’s input on the analyst’s assumptions

or reasoning.
FINRA Rule 2241 includes the same restrictions on pre-publication review of

a research report by the issuer but prohibits any review of draft research by in-

vestment banking personnel.125 Under the JOBS Act, research on an EGC is con-
templated prior to the final prospectus and is permitted even before a prelimi-

nary registration statement is filed. Underwriters publishing pre-IPO research,

therefore, must be able to allow their analysts to confirm factual information
that resides primarily with investment bankers conducting more comprehensive

due diligence for the offering. It may be just as important for the analyst to test

his or her assumptions and reasoning with the bankers to ensure that the firm’s
analysis is consistent with its message to investors. For investment bankers, the

interaction offers greater insight to investors’ expectations that can inform their

own thinking about the company. However, an underwriter cannot be expected
to publish pre-IPO research without first vetting it with investment bankers due

to the risk that the analyst’s incomplete knowledge or misunderstanding of the

facts will compromise the research and the offering.
Restrictions on communications that impede access to analysts’ views for in-

corporation in the IPO make it more difficult, if not impossible, to include

them in initiatives to educate investors about the company.126 In particular, pol-
icies that restrict analysts’ communications with an EGC about valuation or pos-

itive aspects of the company’s business, or that prevent investment bankers from

inquiring about analysts’ views on pricing or other subjects because of the insol-
uble conflict that arises from their inability to relay the information to the

123. See NASD Rule 2711(b)(2)–(3). Pre-publication review of research by an investment banker
was subject to intermediation by legal or compliance personnel of the member firm.
124. See NASD Rule 2711(c)(1)–(2). Pre-publication review of research by the issuer was subject

to intermediation by legal or compliance personnel. The section could not contain a summary of the
research, rating, or price target.
125. See FINRA Rule 2241(b)(2)(A), (N); FINRA Rule 2241.05. Significantly, section 15D(a)(1)(A)

of the Exchange Act, which provides for rules restricting the pre-publication “clearance” or “approval”
of research reports by investment bankers or other persons not responsible for research, does not call
for any restriction on the “review” of draft research by non-research personnel. 15 U.S.C. § 78o-6(a)(1)(A)
(2012).
126. See supra notes 108–10 and accompanying text.
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issuer,127 frustrate efforts to arrange for their participation in investor meetings
to market the offering contemplated by the JOBS Act.

More than four years after the JOBS Act, the IPO market continues to perform

poorly.128 Only fifty-one IPOs came to market in the second half of 2015—the
lowest level since 2012.129 The vast majority of IPOs priced in the first three

quarters of that year were trading at or below the offering price after six

months.130 The amount of money raised continued to decline and fewer IPOs
were followed by secondary offerings.131

More than 90 percent of IPO transactions in 2015 were by EGCs.132 Many

of them found lukewarm support by their underwriters in research after the
offering—published as little as twenty-five days later under the new regime.

In the first half of the year, there were at least sixteen instances in which a man-

aging underwriter initiated coverage with a neutral or negative rating with the
stock trading less than 10 percent above the offering price (little more than

half the ordinary discount for an IPO);133 in one instance, the future price target

was more than 10 percent below the offering price.134

127. See supra notes 83–86 and accompanying text.
128. See Corrie Driebusch & Deborah Gage, IPO Market Dries Up as Investors Retreat, WALL ST. J.

(Feb. 18, 2016), http://www.wsj.com/article_email/ipo-market-dries-up-as-investors-retreat-
1455841745-lMyQjAxMTA2ODE2OTUxMzkxWj (“Of the almost 175 companies that made their
U.S. stock-market debuts in 2015, more than 70 percent are now trading below their IPO prices.
On average their stocks are down about 20 percent.”); see also Corrie Driebusch, IPO Market
Comes to a Standstill, WALL ST. J. (Jan. 30, 2016), http://www.wsj.com/articles/ipo-market-comes-
to-a-standstill-1454178166 (“The number of US-listed IPOs in 2015, as well as the total money
they raised, declined sharply from 2014. . . . Stock performance for recent IPOs has also faltered.
Some of the biggest offerings of last year trade below their offer price. . . .”).
Despite the promise of a recovery, the negative trend in the IPO market continued in 2016. New

stock offerings declined significantly in the first three quarters of the year, see Corrie Driebusch &
Maureen Farrell, The IPO Market Is Finally Looking Up Again, WALL ST. J., Oct. 25, 2016, http://
www.wsj.com/articles/tech-shares-give-ipo-market-some-pep-1477398601 (“[T]he overall dollar-
volume raised in new listings in the U.S. in 2016 is the lowest it has been in 13 years at this
point in the year. . . . A scant ninety-four companies have gone public on U.S. exchanges in
2016, raising 18.4 billion through Tuesday. This year is on track to be the slowest since 2003 for
money raised in IPOs, according to Dealogic.”), while IPO pricing performance continued to be
mixed, see Corrie Driebusch, Big Week for U.S. IPOs, but Some Stumble in Trading Debuts, WALL ST.
J., Oct. 29, 2016, http://www.wsj.com/articles/big-week-for-u-s-ipos-but-some-stumble-in-trading-
debuts-1477738803 (“New stock offerings raised nearly $3 billion this past week, the best stretch
for the U.S. IPO market in more than a year. But some traded poorly in their debuts, underscoring
that a sickly initial public offering market hasn’t fully healed.”).
129. PROSKAUER ROSE LLP, 2016 IPO STUDY (Mar. 2016) (on file with The Business Lawyer).
130. Id. at 2–3.
131. The aggregate deal value for IPOs fell to $30.1 billion in 2015, the lowest level since 2009;

while the percentage of IPOs that included a secondary component decreased steadily from 28 per-
cent in 2013 to 19 percent in 2015. Id.
132. Id. at 4.
133. See supra note 93 and accompanying text.
134. The results are based on a review of eighty-five IPO transactions. Ten transactions (approx-

imately 12 percent of those reviewed) were the subject of at least one negative or neutral rating by an
underwriter with the stock trading less than 10 percent above the offering price after twenty-five
days. In six instances, a rating of less than a buy was assigned with the stock trading at or below
the offering price.
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The JOBS Act was intended to reverse the negative trend in the IPO market.
Yet a key component of the law has not been implemented: To date, there has

been no pre-IPO research by an underwriter in an offering by an EGC. Instead

of facilitating analysts’ involvement in IPO underwritings, recent regulatory de-
velopments have impeded it further by hardening the information barrier be-

tween investment banking and research. The continued inability to consider an-

alysts’ views from the beginning compromises IPO pricing and undercuts the
stock’s performance when more negative research is published after the offering.

The situation undermines companies’ efforts to raise capital in IPO transactions

and secondary offerings and investors’ purchases in IPOs, diminishing confi-
dence in the public offering process and the securities markets in general.

THE NEED FOR WRITTEN POLICIES AND PROCEDURES TO RESOLVE

CONFLICTS BETWEEN RESEARCH AND INVESTMENT BANKING IN LINE

WITH ISSUERS’ AND INVESTORS’ EXPECTATIONS

Additional legislation may be needed to clarify the effects of the JOBS Act
on NASD Rule 2711 and FINRA Rule 2241, including the solicitation aspect of

Rule 2711(c)(4) and Rule 2241(b)(2)(L) and the scope of the interpretation given

to provisions prohibiting the offer of favorable research for business. Broker-dealers
subject to the Global Settlement may find it necessary to obtain clarification from the

SEC on similar provisions under their settlement agreements, or to petition the fed-

eral courts for relief consistent with the congressional imperative to promote pre-
IPO research and greater analyst involvement in underwritings for EGCs.

In the meantime, it is incumbent on broker-dealers to weigh their legal obliga-

tions to the issuer and brokerage customers when providing underwriting services
and investment recommendations concerning the same transaction. Compliance

with SRO requirements must be reconciled with higher obligations under federal

securities laws and state statutory and common law duties affecting each of these
relationships. The paucity of standards in Rule 2241 for identifying and preventing

additional conflicts may lead many member firms to remove their analysts from the

IPO underwriting process entirely—a result initially considered to be counter-
productive.135 Ultimately, however, the principles-based approach reaffirms a

member’s responsibility in the first instance to evaluate its conduct in accordance

with duties owed to each constituency in the IPO transaction. The requirement that
policies and procedures be in writing enables members to explain competing con-

siderations and solutions in resolving specific conflicts that should allow for the full

integration of research contemplated by the JOBS Act.
According to FINRA and the SEC, restrictions on interactions between research

analysts, investment bankers, issuers, and investors under Rule 2241(b) are “not

inconsistent” with the JOBS Act.136 The regulators, nevertheless, acknowledged
that the operative language in paragraph (b)(1) contemplates different protocols

135. See supra notes 17–26 and accompanying text.
136. Exchange Act Release No. 34-75471, supra note 3, at 43495.
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for EGCs under the law.137 The specific prescriptions in paragraph (b)(2) that em-
anate from the core provision, then, also should allow for different solutions in

dealing with EGCs.138 (Although, by its terms, the JOBS Act requires the amend-

ment or abrogation of any rule that on its face impinges on the federal objective.)
The standards articulated in the Toys “R” Us Settlements and subsequent guidance

that inform compliance with Rule 2241(b)(2)(K) and (L) now are part of the risk-

based regime employed by the new rule. The formula allows discretion to devise
policies and procedures that address the prohibitions without compromising the

firm’s ability to write pre-IPO research and to service its investment banking

clients and brokerage customers properly.139

A member firm that assumes the responsibility to underwrite an IPO must con-

sider the reasonable expectations of both the issuer and investors that its represen-

tations about valuation, pricing, and other issues material to the offering are con-
sistent with the views of its research analyst as an expert whose opinion will

influence the transaction, or else change the parties’ expectations by proper disclo-

sure and consent as necessary.140 The member also must ensure that the analyst
can perform proper due diligence, consulting with the issuer and investment

bankers as needed, or inform investors about the limitations on its ability to do

137. In particular, FINRA and the SEC noted that the interpretation in Supplementary Material
.02 prohibiting joint due diligence by investment bankers and analysts prior to a firm’s engagement
as an underwriter under Rule 2241(b)(1)(C) does not extend to meetings with management of an
EGC issuer. See Exchange Act Release No. 34-75471, supra note 3, at 43495 (“FINRA clarified
that it ‘would interpret the provision to apply only to the extent it is not contrary to the JOBS Act’
and ‘[t]hus, for example, would not interpret the joint due diligence prohibition to apply where
the joint due diligence activities involve a communication with the management of an EGC that is
attended by both the research analyst and an investment banker.’”).
138. See supra note 125 and accompanying text; see also FINRA Rule 2241(b)(2)(B) (A member’s

policies and procedures must “restrict or limit input by the investment banking department into re-
search coverage decisions to ensure that research management independently makes all final deci-
sions regarding the research coverage plan.” In consideration of the JOBS Act, there may be greater
allowance for executive-level management or joint investment banking and research department
decisions on pre-IPO research coverage for EGC offerings.).
139. Exchange Act Release No. 34-75471, supra note 3. Unfortunately, the FINRA staff character-

ized the risk of an analyst’s communications with the issuer about the company during the solicita-
tion period as “unmanageable.” See FINRA 2015 Research Rules FAQ, supra note 75 (response to So-
licitation and Marketing Question 1). The dearth of pre-IPO research for EGCs and the harm to
issuers and investors by conflicting research in IPO underwriting transactions, however, may warrant
further consideration and a more permissive standard.
The authoritative value of the Toys “R” Us cases, like all settlements, is limited. The results are con-

fined to the facts stipulated in the agreements. There are no findings in the settlements that the firms
had written policies and procedures specifically designed to evaluate the analyst’s communications
with prospective banking clients to prevent improper efforts to solicit investment banking business,
or, with regard to the firms that permitted their analysts to speak substantively to management, doc-
umented protocols to review the analyst’s presentation to ensure that it did not contain an implicit
offer of favorable research. There are no findings that the firms that provided joint valuations had
documented procedures to advise management that the estimate did not portend favorable coverage
or to review any published research to ensure that it was not prearranged. Written policies and pro-
cedures specifically addressing these concerns might have affected the disposition of the cases.
140. According to FINRA, the specific conflicts identified in Rule 2241(b)(2)(A)–(N) cannot be

remedied by disclosure alone. See Exchange Act Release No. 34-75471, supra note 3, at 43483. How-
ever, disclosure may be an appropriate part of the solution to a conflict where practical aspects of the
remedy run counter to customers’ expectations.
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so—particularly with regard to research around an IPO where there is an expec-
tation of coherency between the analyst, investment bankers, and the issuer on the

part of investors. The firm may need to take special steps, including intermedia-

tion by legal and compliance professionals, to ensure that the analyst is not im-
properly marketing investment banking business or compromising the integrity

of research while preserving the analyst’s involvement in the transaction.

The goal of the JOBS Act to promote research as part of the IPO underwriting
process for EGCs is challenged by the regulatory momentum to isolate it from

investment banking. In the end, demand by issuers and investors for pre-IPO

research and greater analyst participation in the offering process in line with
the congressional objective should prevail to accommodate a reasoned solution

if it is documented appropriately.
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